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Part III: Expectation-based, Multi-focal, Saccadic
(EMS-) Vision (1997 – 2004)
Abstract (Part III): The third-generation system for dynamic vision based on s patiotemporal models and COTS-hardware is described. It has been developed in a joint effort
with US-American partners contributing full-frame real-time stereo-vision and overall
architectural aspects. Vehicles equipped with the system have been VaMoRs and Wiesel_2
on the German side as well as HMMWV and XUV on the American side. Driving in
networks of minor roads, off-road, and performing transitions between these modes
avoiding both positive and negative obstacles (ditches) has been demonstrated in 2001
(with a separate computer for stereo-vision) and in 2003 with an American stereo system
sized as single European-standard-board integrated into one of the four Dual-PC forming
the entire EMS-vision system.

III.1 Introduction
In parts I and II the basic approach to real-time computer vision with spatiotemporal models using
custom-designed systems of standard digital microprocessor and a specific window-scheme for
reducing storage requirements have been discussed. Part II described the ‘transputer’-system
developed in the framework of the PROMETHEUS-project and the transition to ‘Commercial-OffThe-Shelf’-(COTS-) components. Surprising high-performance results have been shown both at the
final demonstration of the PROMETHEUS-project in October 1994 on Autoroute_1 near Paris with
the full transputer system running at 12.5 Hz, and in the fall of 1995 by the long-distance drive (>
1600 km) with four Motorola-Power-PC (MPC) replacing many transputers for object detection and
tracking in the vision system. Due to the tenfold increase in computing power of the MPC over
transputers, the image evaluation rate had been doubled to 25 H z (40 ms cycle time) while the
number of processors was reduced by a factor of five.
During the long-distance test drive over more than 1600 km to a project meeting in Odense,
Denmark, the goal was to collect systematic information on situations when the system with
standard black-and-white edge feature extraction failed and had to be reset. From these statistical
data the necessary next steps had been derived for most efficient improvement of performance by
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adding new components, now in reach at reasonable costs. The results given in section 4 of Part II
(II.4) were the following:
− Add color processing capability for at least one of the cameras of the multi-focal system.
− Install error detection capabilities on all levels from feature detection over object tracking to
situation asessment; improve automatic reset capabilities by increased exchange of information
between the levels.
− Increase viewing range L5 to 250 t o 300 m (one pixel corresponds to 5 cm orthogonal to the
viewing direction, ~ 0.2 mrad / pixel); this entails the need of inertial stabilization at least for
the tele camera. A large simultaneous field of view is needed in parallel.
− Once fast active gaze control is available, it should be used also for gaze fixation on sets of
features of special interest and for saccadic shifts of attention.
These requirements led to the concept of “Expectation-based, Multi-focal, Saccadic” (EMS-) vision
to be discussed after in section III.2 the hardware base selected has been discribed.

III.2 Selection of the hardware base
Since no reduction in growth potential for digital microprocessors (about a factor of ten every four
to five years) was in sight, also the third-generation dynamic vision system was conceived on the
basis of general PC-components. At about that time the American effort with respect to specially
designed massively parallel vision processors faded [Roland and Shiman 2002]. Even the initially
successful computer system for vision processing ‘The Connection Machine’ declined [Hillis 1992].
Developments on the market for ‘general-purpose-processing’ were so fast that special processing
systems needing new operating systems and application software were not able to compete. In view
of this fact and of the upcoming local communication networks between processors, UniBwM
decided to use industry-standard PC-processors from one of the main providers, after the previously
announced pin-compatibility for the next-generation MPC had not been realized.
Based on previous good experience with industrial Intel-processors, four Dual-Pentium_4 units
with clock rates between 300 and 700 MB were chosen in the mid-1990s in conjunction with the
‘Scalable Coherent Interface’
(SCI) for synchronization and
data exchange between these
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Figure III.1: Third-generation (Commercial-Off-The-Shelf, COTS)
vision system of UniBw Munich realizing ‘Expectation-based, Multifocal, Saccadic’ (EMS)-vision. (Details may be found in www.dynavision.de)
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Figure III.2: ‚Multi-focal Eye‘
for VaMoRs (top, two axes:
Yaw ψ and pitch θ) and for
VaMP (bottom, yaw ψ only).

units. Figure III.1 shows that three of these systems were used for image processing. The fourth
one, dubbed ‘Behavior PC’, handled all interface operations with the gaze control (GC) and vehicle
control (VC) sub-systems, which continued to be transputer-based, and with the Global Positioning
System (GPS). The ‘vehicle-eye’ (Figure III.2) with up t o five active video cameras has been
designed differently for VaMoRs with two degrees of freedom and for VaMP with gaze control in
yaw only. While VaMP drives on smooth roads, pitch control has been left off for smaller overall
size and reduced requirements in electrical power for the passenger car. VaMoRs was expected to
also drive in rough terrain and to handle transitions between road and off-road driving that deviate
pronouncedly from planar surfaces, in general; power requirements were of no concern in VaMoRs.
The transputer subsystems for gaze- and vehicle-control allowed sticking with the conventional
operating system for the Dual-PC and the SCI. Synchronization was achieved through SCI that also
provided to all processors the actually valid best estimates for objects observed and for their states;
Dynamic Knowledge Representation (DKR) in all four processors was thus kept identical (top row
in Fig. III.1). The Behavior PC then had to come up w ith Decisions for Gaze and Attention
(BDGA) and for Locomotion of the own vehicle (BDL); in rare cases of conflicting decisions on
this level, a s pecial ‘Central Decision’ process (CD) on t he next higher level had to resolve the
situation in the mission context. HMI is a process for handling Human Machine Interface.

III.3 Goals for the third-generation vision system
In the early 1990s both in the Prometheus-project with the test vehicle VaMP and in activities of the
western defense system with VaMoRs and other test vehicles from industrial partners, road (lane)
running on di fferent types of roads and performance of special maneuvers like detection of cross
roads with estimation of the parameters of the intersection, and turning off to the left- and righthand side have been developed [Mysliwetz 1990; Dickmanns and Mysliwetz 1992; Dickmanns et al. 1993; Hock

1993; Schmid and Thomanek 1993; Brüdigam 1994; Dickmanns et al. 1994; Schmid 1994; Thomanek et al. 1994;
Schiehlen 1995; Behringer 1996; Müller 1996; Thomanek 1996]. Usually, these capabilities existed as separate

software packages; one of the goals of the new system design was to integrate all these perceptual,
decisional and control capabilities into one general framework with the potential for learning by
doing. Especially saccadic gaze control, (limited) color recognition, turning off onto previously
unknown cross roads, and error detection capabilities on a ll levels from feature detection over
object tracking to situation asessment were considered essential components for more advanced
vision systems.
In addition, binocular stereo vision in the near range (up to 10 to 15 m) and gaze fixation onto a
moving object when the base of the camera (the own vehicle) also moves, should become newly
available capabilities. In military applications with phases of driving off-road, beside (‘positive’)
obstacles above the ground also larger (pott-) holes and ditches constitute (‘negative’) obstacles to
be avoided; this class of obstacles with a w ide variety of potential appearances should become
detectable by the new system. For this reason, area-based features like linearly shaded gray values
or colors as well as certain textures should be evaluated when computer performance has become
sufficiently high to allow this in real-time.
Each time before a capability is activated for real-world application, the system has to check
whether all components needed are available and whether a functional test yields reasonable results.
The distinction between ‘objects proper’ without -, and ‘subjects’ with the capability of sensing and
acting should be applied uniformly throughout all higher system levels. The simple term ‘object’ is
used for both, when a distinction is not necessary or not yet possible. Subjects have certain classes
of capabilities with respect to perception, memory, decision making, and control application to a
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variety of specific sub-systems [Dickmanns 1989]. In general, they all are used in cooperation for
achieving some goals; beside recognizing the environment for avoiding dangers and for moving
towards some destination point, the learning of properties of other ‘objects proper’ and of typical
behaviors of other subjects in certain situations is valuable for improving the proper decision in
future situations to be encountered. Therefore, maneuvers (sequences of actions) and how they
evolve over time as well as when they are used, are important knowledge elements.
For own actions, it is not the abstract notion of absolute trajectories in 3-D space which is of
major importance, but the combination of 1.) feed-forward control time histories to be applied to
relevant actuators and of 2.) feedback control laws for deriving superimposed control components
from relative state deviations observed concurrently. The control variables are the only means in
dynamical systems that allow taking influence on the further evolution of state variables over time;
therefore, these should be at the center for
counteracting unforeseeable perturbations that do
not correspond to the model underlying the feedforward control time histories chosen.
In real-world applications to both ground and air
vehicles perturbations are frequent and mostly
unforeseeable, in general; therefore, reasonable
nominal conditions have to be chosen for the so
called ‘nominal trajectory’, and proper linear
feedback control laws are determined in parallel to
the resulting ‘nominal feed-forward control time
histories’, usually remembered by a few parameters
only (over time); no entire state histories of the
(optimal) trajectory need be recalled [Dickmanns
2007, sections 3.4 and 14.6]. Therefore, capabilities for
handling temporally extended processes have to be
essential knowledge elements of smart subjects.
Since missions to be performed, usually, are made
up of sequences of typical general mission elements
like cruise phases, intermediate maneuvers for
transitions, and obstacle avoidance (see Fig. III.3), it
Figure III.3: Decomposition of a mission into
is efficient to store in the corrsponding knowledge
mission elements, maneuvers and maneuver
base 1.) typical maneuver elements, 2.) maneuvers
elements, all scaled to the range 0 - 1.
built from these by situation-dependent sets of
parameters, and 3.) cruise phases with proper
feedback control laws for counteracting perturbations and for achieving the next point of transition
in the mission context.
Before details of the resulting overall system design for the joint German / American project
AutoNav will be discussed in section III.5, a brief look at the past developments in the US is given
(see also Part I.2).

III.4 The joint US - German project ‘AutoNav’
When high-speed driving on well-structured roads using the “4-D”-approach of UniBw Munich in
conjunction with inexpensive standard computer hardware was demonstrated, the interest in the
slow-driving test vehicles of DARPA with massively parallel processors vanished. Especially the
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keynote talk [Dickmanns 1989] at IJCAI in Detroit is reported to
have brought a change in the US-policy of developing
autonomous ground vehicles. The crawling vehicles were given
up and the new ‘Highly Maneuverable Manned Wheeled
Vehicle’ (HMMWV) was selected as base for future activities
in autonomous driving. The lead position for funding was
transferred from DARPA to the Army Research Laboratory
(ARL) at Aberdeen, Delaware. A survey on t he US-effort on
Strategic Computing may be found in [Roland and Shiman 2002].
Beside the former players the ‘Intelligent Systems Division’ at
the Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory of the ‘National
Institute of Standards and Technology’ (NIST) under James
Albus also became involved. They received an HMMWV
similar to that of several other universities (Fig. III.4). The basic
equipment with Laser Range Finders (LRF) and cameras was
available to, but not used by all. Besides driving on networks of
minor roads, also driving cross country and avoiding both Figure III.4: NIST Robotic
positive and negative obstacles (like ditches) was the major new HMMWV funded by Army
aspect since the mid-1990s. The regular demonstrations were Research Lab.
dubbed ‘Demo I (tele-operated), Demo II, and III’ (autonomous
vehicles: HMMWV’s and Experimental Unmanned Vehicles XUV).
The development of special hardware for massively parallel processing of image sequences
continued for a while, though at a much reduced level. The very fast development of generalpurpose hardware for digital microprocessors and of communication networks on the general
market allowed arranging standard hardware for real-time understanding of image sequences using
the 4-D approach. This had been demonstrated in 1994 by the transputer systems in the European
Prometheus project (see Part II). When the second-generation of European transputer systems failed
to appear in the mid-1990s, the commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) US Power-PC by Motorola with
tenfold the computing power of the early transputers allowed switching from half to full video
frame rate (of 25 Hz, 40 ms cycle time). This development has led to a j oint project dubbed
‘AutoNav’ in the framework of a ‘Memorandum of Understanding’ (MoU) between the US- and
the German departments of defense. On the US-side it became part of Demo III.

3 The joint US-German project ‘AutoNav’
The Army Research Lab. (ARL, Delaware) coordinated the activities of the partners: 1. A newly
formed robotic group at General Dynamics Robotic Systems, responsible for industrial system
integration and testing, 2. the stereo-vision group at the former Sarnoff Research Center (SRIPrinceton) under Peter Burt, responsible for the first to be developed real-time full-frame-video
stereo system based on specifically designed hardware, and 3. the NIST-group in charge of overall
system architecture including both scene understanding, decision making in the overall strategic
military situation, and of control application; they also had to contribute the Laser Range Finder
(LRF), a standard component on the US-side. All of this activity is included in the book [Albus and
Meystel 2001].
On the German side, the industrial partner was Dornier System GmbH, Friedrichshafen, in
charge of equipping the tracked vehicle Wiesel_2 (a recent prototype with digital electronics) with
additional sensors and actuators for autonomous driving. UniBw Munich was responsible for
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integrating the first real-time
vision system based on ‘Commercial-Off-The-Shelf’ (COTS)
components: standard industryPC-microprocessor components
out of the Intel Pentium series
with 0.3 t o 0.7 G Hz clock rate
and on a newly available
communication network. This
became the third generation Figure III.5: German tracked test vehicle Wiesel_2 in a clockwise
vision system of VaMoRs. sequence of images demonstrating obstacle avoidance by evading
Dornier GmbH was responsible off the dirt road and re-entering it after passing.
for the transfer onto the
Wiesel_2.
Fig. III.5 shows the vehicle while performing autonomous obstacle avoidance on a dirt road; it
leaves the road and enters back onto it after passing the (symbolic) obstacle made up of light (but
difficult to detect) wooden structures. The upper left image shows the horizontal search paths for
detecting dirt roads with jagged boundaries and regions of grass on t he road by especially large
oblique edge masks. Only by introducing higher level knowledge early in the phase of edge feature
extraction (very flexible by parameterized operators) these difficulties could be handled [Behringer
1996].
The project nominally ran from 1997 till 2001, the official retirement date of E. D. Dickmanns;
however, the stereo subsystem of the American partners capable of full-frame real-time image

Figure III.6: Coarsely resolved system architecture of an EMS-vision system with gaze control and
inertial gaze stabilization. A mission is performed by situation-dependent activation of behavioral
capabilities, not by a pre-specified sequence of actions or trajectory segments.
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sequence evaluation in 2001 c onsisted of a separate computer system of about thirty liters in
volume. Therefore, a prolongation till 2003 has been arranged. In this year, by DARPA-funding, the
volume of the stereo system had been shrunk in size to fit onto one European-standard-size PCboard and worked in one of the four PC-systems making up the third-generation vision system of
UniBwM, dubbed EMS-vision system (see Fig. III.1).

III.5 The general concept of the EMS-architecture
All actions of the behavior decision system with the three subsystems for 1.) gaze & attention
(BDGA in red), 2.) own locomotion (BDL in blue), and 3.) driver assistance (BDAs in green) in the
upper right corner of Fig. III.6 are based on sensor data (lower left corner of the figure) and their
interpretation by hypothesizing objects and subjects and
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state
gence
charts
beam {or bar} for knowledge representation). A variable
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behavioral modes: 1. D ecision level
The higher decision levels do not compute the actually (dashed), quasi-static AI-methods,
valid control output; each subsystem on the lower central extended state charts [Harel 1987] with
level (rounded squares) has both feed-forward and conditions for transitions between
feedback control output capabilities available that allow modes. 2. Realization on ( embedded,
fast responses avoiding the delay times through the upper distributed) processors close to the
levels. For this reason special measurement data needed are actuators through feed-forward and
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Figure III.8: Network of perceptual capabilities with MarVEye
structured on three levels in order to show dependencies;
before activation, all levels are checked for complete
availability (after [Pellkofer 2003]).
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feedback control laws [Maurer 2000;
Siedersberger 2000, 2004].

directly fed into these subsystems
(not shown in Fig. III.6).
Fig. III.7 gives a m ore detailed
example of this dual representation
of behavioral modes. Most vehicles
today
already
have
special
processors for addressing the
physical actuators. Therefore, the
split into two levels is more
convenient; in addition, minimal
reaction
time
(least
delays)
improves system behavior, in
general.
Abstract
behavioral
capabilities on the higher levels may
be linked to the physical actuators
by so called capability networks for

visualizing the dependencies. They easily allow checking all components needed for realizing a
specific mode of operation. Fig. III.8 shows the case for two-degree-of-freedom (2-dof ) gaze
control by a yaw and a pitch motor. BDGA means Behavior Decision for Gaze and Attention. The
arrows downward show the skills and actuators needed for realization of schematic capabilities.
A somewhat more complicated network results for capabilities in locomotion of ground vehicles;
there are three actuators involved: For braking, for throttle activation, and for turning the steer
wheel. The 3-dof motion possible on a plane allows several more skills to be learned or taught (see
Fig. III.9). It may be seen that most
capabilities on the upper level require
access to both lateral and longitudinal
control. On the medium level of skills
we find the maneuver elements
needed for performing an entire
maneuver. For example, the maneuver
‘Avoid obstacle’ (center top) may
need a) the skills ‘Keep distance’,
which in turn may use ‘Decelerate’
either by control output a1) to the
throttle (reduce actual setting), or a2)
to the brakes; in some cases it may be
necessary to b) accelerate by throttle
activation for obstacle avoidance. If Figure III.9: Network of behavioral capabilities of a road
lateral deviation is needed, path c) is vehicle: Longitudinal and lateral control is fully separated
activated that allows the control only on the hardware level with three actuators; many basic
steering rate to be activated to c1) skills are realized by diverse parameterized feed-forward
either achieve a d esired steer angle and feedback control schemes. On the upper level, abstract
λcom , or c2) the steer angle zero for schematic capabilities as triggered from “central decision”
(CD) are shown [Maurer 2000, Siedersberger 2004]
going straight ahead. If λcom is larger
than a p reset maximal value (e.g.
λmax(V)) for avoiding excessive lateral acceleration, the phase c1 is terminated at λmax(V) and a circular
arc c3) with constant radius corresponding to λmax(V) is inserted until the next maneuver element will
lead to the desired heading change. In the case of a t urn-off maneuver onto a crossroad with 90°
intersection angle, the next maneuver element has to be c2 for driving straight ahead in the new
direction of the cross road. Since during this
maneuver element also a certain change in heading
angle ΔΨ(λ-dot) will be achieved, this maneuver
element c2 has to be started at (90 – ΔΨ(λ-dot)).
Shortly before the new driving direction is
achieved, a switch to the new mode of road running
(lane keeping in the cross road) may be done to
counteract any errors that might have accumulated
during the turn-off maneuver. The distribution of
these activities among the two levels usually is a
point of discussion between the AI- and the
engineering people.
These examples show that the development of
Figure III.10: Volume of representational
consistent and yet flexible networks of capabilities
details over time relative to the point ‘now’.
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for mission performance and their activation is rather involved. During active use, the development
of situations has to be tracked in order to check whether the mode running may be continued or
whether new aspects require a ch ange. Figure III.10 visualizes the steadily changing internal
representation around the point ‘here and now’: The number of objects detected and tracked as well
as their relative states, and the intentions of subjects hypothesized in the environment actually
perceived yield the situation determining the background for behavioral decisions. These also have
to consider the recent past in short-term memory as well as the future to be expected from
spatiotemporal models stored in the long-term memory. Experience made steadily should be used to
improve both these models and knowledge about the situations, when to use them.
A more precise example of this capability-based approach to mission performance is given in
Figure III.11. ‘Central Decision’ (CD, top) is the main agent; it c alls the routine for mission
planning (MP) with the indication of all side constraints to be observed (top left). Exploiting its
knowledge about the behavioral capabilities available to the system, MP delivers back a sequential
list of mission elements, each of which can be performed by a special set of capabilities; conditions
Side constraints Central Decision

Mission

for planning

(CD)

List of
mission
elements

planning

Application
of rule base

Internal abstract models
for schematic capabilities
Monitoring

Selection + prio ritization of behaviors
Follow
road, lane

Availability of
behavioral
capabilities

Turn-off onto
crossroad

of
actions

Network of
capabilities

Follow
sequence
of waypoints

Behavioral
capabilities

BDGA

BDL
OVB

3-DS

RDT

CRDT

ODT

RLR

WPN

Stereotypical
capabilities
Basic skills

Fixa- Saction cade

Gaze control

Search
pattern

local

distant

Road (near & far; Obstacles
own & crossroads) (pos. & neg.)

Visual perception

Vehicle control

Conditions
for mode
transition

Figure III.11: Activation, prioritization, and monitoring of stereotypical capabilities by Central Decision
(CD) exploiting the capability network and special decision units for Gaze and Attention (BDGA) and
for Locomotion (BDL). Perceptual capabilities for roads and obstacles are provided by specialists for
certain classes of objects from the image stream delivered (not detailed here). [Gregor et al. 2002,
Gregor 2002, Pellkofer 2003, Siedersberger 2004]

Legend for Behavior Decision (central horizontal bar BDGA to BDL): OVB = Optimization of Viewing Behavior; 3DS = Search in 3-D space; RDT = Road (or lane) Detection and Tracking, this is achieved with different algorithms
(basic skills) for the near and the far range; CRDT = CrossRoad Detection and Tracking; ODT = Obstacle Detection
and Tracking, both stationary and moving, above the ground (positive) and missing support for the wheels
(potholes and ditches = negative obstacles); RLR = Road or Lane Running (lateral guidance at appropriate speed);
WPN = WayPoint Navigation when driving off-road (based on GPS).
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orders of magnitude.
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III.6 State of EMS−Vision at retirement (2001 – 2004)
The step from a collection of separate capabilities for special applications to an integrated system
allowing software-controlled transitions between sets of capabilities needed for certain application
domains and mission elements turned out to be much more challenging than expected. In addition,
the next generation of PhD-students had to learn what was behind the different approaches chosen;
‘easy improvements’ proposed, sometimes had to be given up a gain due to rare occurrences that
none-the-less disallowed using them. Main emphasis in this phase was developing the third10

generation (EMS-) vision system for VaMoRs because this was more easily transferred to the
vehicles of the industrial partners on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean; the results will be discussed
in Section III.6.1. A small effort was done to provide a much simpler EMS-vision system for a
hybrid obstacle avoidance system with another German industrial partner using radar and dynamic
vision for improved robustness. This will be discussed in Section III.6.2.

III.6.1 VaMoRs
The funding contract for the last four years 1997 till 2001 had as goal developing perceptual and
behavioral capabilities for performing missions on ne tworks of roads including minor ones with
unsealed surfaces, and phases of off-road driving. In all situations both positive (above ground) and
negative obstacles (ditches, potholes) should be detected and avoided. Precise maps and GPSsignals were not allowed to be a ‘must’; the system should be able to orient itself using imprecise
maps (or even without any map information) and lacking GPS-signals every now and then. This
approach may therefore be dubbed “scout-vision”.
Perceptual capabilities: Beside odometry and inertial sensing of three linear accelerations and
three angular rates, the ‘vehicle eye’ (Fig. III.2 top) with five active cameras was the main source of
data. Two parallel cameras were needed specifically for real-time full image stereo interpretation by
the US-partners. The divergently looking wide-angle cameras of UniBwM are mounted at the lower
side of the structure of the ‘eye’ (see Fig. III.13, next page, top-right in the image). The pitch angle
of the eye is stabilized by direct angular rate feedback from a miniature sensor on the platform;
there is no ne ed for an expensive inertial platform. Gaze stabilization reduces the amplitudes of
perturbations while braking or driving on non-flat terrain by more than one order of magnitude.
Gaze fixation is also possible, e.g. the nearest corner of a d itch is kept at the center of the image
when driving around it. The divergent wide-angle cameras allow viewing the entire crossing when
approaching it; with the central tele-camera the crossroad may be watched at distances further away
from the crossing to determine the angle of intersection of the two roads [Schiehlen 1995, Rieder
2000, Luetzeler and Dickmanns 2000, Luetzeler 2002, Pellkofer 2003, von Holt 2004].
The vision system is capable of determining small and wide roads, certain types of lane markings
if available, cross roads as T-junctions or full crossings, positive obstacles (above the ground) and
negative ones. It was an unexpected experience that early detection of a candidate for a negative
obstacle could be done better at a larger distance by area-based features in a monocular image than
by the stereo system. Because of the relatively low elevation of the cameras above the ground (~1.8
m) a narrow ditch (even a deep one) shows only a small stripe of its almost vertical remote side
slope. Since these regions, usually, have a color or gray value different from the almost horizontal
surface with grass or plants, they are detected easily by corresponding operators. The stereo system
concentrates on small features and was disturbed by single grasses in front of the ditch crossing the
ditch region in the image. During approach the 3-D structure of the ditch becomes more
pronounced, and stereo vision yields more precise data [Siedersberger et al. 2001].
Behavioral capabilities: Road and lane running are the basic capabilities of vehicles for
locomotion in networks of roads. Lane changing and obstacle avoidance by braking or lateral
maneuvering are other standard ones. On highways, all navigation has to be done by proper lane
selection; on s tandard roads, turning-off to the right- or left-hand side onto cross roads are the
corresponding maneuvers. The more involved one is to the side where oncoming traffic has to be
crossed (left-hand side for driving on the right); in this case (with no regulation by traffic lights),
large look-ahead distances are requested for detection and state estimation of oncoming vehicles.
Stopping and waiting may be the correct behavior required.
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Figure III.13: Final
demonstration of mission
performance with VaMoRs
in 2001 on taxiways of
former airport Neubiberg at
UniBw Munich (top). Five
cameras are on the ‘vehicle
eye’ (top right of image,
two specifically for
Sarnoff-real-time-stereo).
The inserted image at the
lower right shows VaMoRs
as seen from the visitor’s
area (red arrow at center)
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For making the transition from road running to driving off-road (or vice versa) the flatness of the
ground has to be recognized and the type of driving has to be adapted. Usually, there will be slopes
of different types and steepness involved that have to be negotiated. Most essential is the decision
whether a transition is too dangerous or impossible. The top-half of Fig. III.13 shows the sequence
of mission elements 1 to 10 of the demonstration; it includes points of transition between driving on
roads and off-road at locations 3, 6, and 9. When an obstacle is encountered, the decision has to be
made whether to stop or at which side to drive around it [Mandelbaum et al. 1998, Siedersberger et al.
2001]. A video showing the demonstration of the shortened mission with the elements 1, 8, 9, 10
may be found in www.dyna-vision.de under ‘Mission performance’.
Mission decomposition into a list of consecutive elements: At the stage of development achieved,
mission performance has to be done in a mixed mode partly by the human operator and partly
autonomously. The part specified by the human operator was the following: Mission Element ME1:
At the ‘Start’ find the road with its parameters ‘width’ and ‘lane markings’; start driving till the next
crossroad, which you have to follow to the left. ME2: Estimate the angle of intersection, the
distance to the (virtual center-) point of intersection, and the width of the crossroad. Properly start
the turn-off maneuver according to the parameters found. ME3: Drive along new road, disregarding
all crossings, until the GPS-waypoint 3 is reached. ME4: At this point, leave the road to the right to
go cross-country via a sequence of GPS-waypoints, watching out for negative obstacles (phases 4
and 5 in Fig. III.13, top left); look for a road that you will encounter under an almost right angle.
ME6: Enter this road to the left taking care of non-planar ground. ME7: Follow this road
disregarding all crossings (2, 8) till GPS-waypoint 9. ME9: Turn-off to the left taking care of nonplanar ground. ME10: Follow a s equence of GPS-waypoints (10) watching out for positive and
negative obstacles. The ditch (red bar between 9. and 10.) is detected, but when the parameter
values of the estimation process become sufficiently stable, only the right-hand side of the ditch can
be seen in the stereo images. From here on, the mission elements are determined fully
autonomously by the system for perception and control.
Mission performance: At the start, road width is detected as small (a single lane) with no lane
markings. From the tele-image and the gaze angle of the platform in yaw, the angular offset ΔψRV
between road direction and vehicle orientation is determined. If required, in a first lateral maneuver
ΔψRV is reduced to zero with VaMoRs at the center of the road; then standard road running is
performed, while periodically a saccade to the left is made for detecting the crossroad in the teleimage. When detected repeatedly, short sequences of fixation phases onto the distant crossroad and
the road driven are performed for determining the parameters of the crossroad and the distance to
the intersection. When estimation errors become small, gaze is fixated onto the crossroad at some
distance during the final approach. At a properly selected distance to the point of intersection on the
own road the feed-forward control time history for the steer rate nominally leading to the turn-off
desired, is activated. Starting at about 70% of this maneuver a feedback component for the lateral
offset in the new road is superimposed to correct perturbations that might have occurred.
After achieving an acceptable state on the new road the turn-off maneuver is ended and pure road
running is continued to the GPS-waypoint 3. Shortly before arriving there, the vertical structure of
the ground for transiting to off-road driving is checked by stereo vision. If acceptable, the transition
is started and ‘off-road-driving with additional checking for negative obstacles’ is activated.
Towards the end of phase 5, the system starts searching for visual features indicative of a road in
almost orthogonal direction to the path driven. When these are found repeatedly, the system again
starts saccadic attention control in order to estimate the relative direction of the road and the
distance to the point for entering it. At the proper distance, the maneuver for entering a road (off13

road-driving to road-entry feed-forward control time history for steering) is started keeping viewing
direction fixated at a constant range on t he new road. Then again, road- (or lane-) running is
initiated depending on the width of the new road. In Fig. III.13 the wide road (blue track, 6 and 7)
ends just before the two T-junctions from left and right occur; these have to be crossed, and at GPSpoint 9 a turn-off to the left has to be done (similar to 3 to the right). In the final off-road section
both positive (bushes & small trees) and negative obstacles are present at unknown locations. The
ditch is about 0.8 m wide over a length of ~ 4 m (depth ~ 0.6 m). The path shown in green is the
prescribed one.
After transition, the vehicle slowly starts following this path until a candidate for a ditch is
detected; when the parameter values of the estimation process become sufficiently stable, only the
right-hand side of the ditch can be seen in the stereo images. Therefore, the vehicle has to stop and
to comprehend the extension of the ditch as well as its relative orientation by doing saccadic gaze
changes; by combining the results the decision is then made. In the case given, the decision is to go
around the right-hand corner of the ditch, which is now fixated by gaze control. When the direction
of the left-hand front wheel passes the corner at a sufficient distance (~ 1 m), this distance is kept
constant by reducing the steer angle. When the front wheel reaches the position of the corner, the
steer angle is increased in the direction of the next GPS-waypoint, while gaze direction is
commanded into the direction of the front wheels for detecting other obstacles in the path driven.
With the successful demonstration in 2001 of the first “mobile real-time, full frame stereo
system” the AutoNav project was finished [Luetzeler and Dickmanns 2000, Gregor et al. 2000, Gregor

and Dickmanns 2000, Hofmann et al. 2000, Pellkofer and Dickmanns 2000, Siedersberger 2000, Gregor et
al. 2001a, 2001b, Siedersberger et al. 2001, Gregor et al. 2002, Gregor 2002, Luetzeler 2002]. In the

German system an additional laser-system was available only for Wiesel_2. This allowed exploring
the advantages of the different approaches.
With regard to system integration up to the military decision levels, the main contributions came
from the American side [Albus and Meystel 2001]. They have been implemented by the industrial
partners on the test vehicle XUV (Experimental Unmanned ground Vehicle) in Demo III (see Fig.
III.14). As one of the consequences of this success, the USCongress, when deciding future military funding in 2001, set as
one goal that by 2015 one third of the new combat ground
vehicles for the US-forces should have the ability of
autonomous driving. This was an essential decision in the USA
that brought the funding agency DARPA back into the business
of autonomous ground vehicles.
They set an award of one million dollar for an autonomous
vehicle capable of demonstrating a long-range autonomous
drive in a s emi-desert environment: The ‘Grand Challenge’ of
the year 2004 stimulated quite a bit of new efforts in the US
(see Part IV). However, since maintenance and service missions Figure III.14: Test vehicle XUV
in secured areas became of major importance, the system design in the Demo III program of USA.
for autonomous vehicles changed: The precise geography was
considered to be known, and signals from the Global Positioning System GPS were assumed to be
steadily available. The main task for this type of ‘autonomous driving’ was to follow a sequence of
GPS-waypoints and to avoid obstacles above the driving plane; the GPS-points were given rather
tightly, and the trajectories through these points were prepared to contain no negative obstacles. In
sharp curves, several waypoints defining the curvature were given.
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III.6.2 VaMP
While the main emphasis in developing EMS-vision was on the ability to perform rather complex
missions in a network of roads including off-road sections with the test vehicle VaMoRs, the second
test vehicle at UniBwM was used to apply EMS-vision to an assistance system for highway driving.
For improving reliability in detecting positive obstacles, a radar system has been provided by an
automotive supplier company; this was to be used in connection with bifocal vision. Radar is known
to miss almost no positive obstacle, but to yield relatively many false alarms depending on the type
of environment.
One difficult task in designing assistance systems is to keep the driver fully attentive in the loop.
The proposal made by our partner was to let the driver be fully responsible for lateral control, while
longitudinal guidance (obstacle detection and avoidance) at the desired speed was to be done by the
hybrid assistance system. Fig. III.15 shows the hardware components used and their interconnection
in the scene tree. 6DOF means full six-degrees-of-freedom transformations exploiting
homogeneous coordinates. The radar sensor is installed beneath the front license plate; it has good

Figure III.15: EMS hybrid vision (combining bifocal vision with radar) in VaMP for reduction of false
alarms and for improving accuracy (lower part with principle error ellipses); FG = frame grabber; Cam
= camera (two); 6DOF = 6 degrees of freedom transformations; Veh = vehicles observed (n in parallel).
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range resolution but poor resolution normal to it (blue ellipse). On the contrary, vision has good
lateral resolution but poor resolution in range direction (red ellipse). Hopefully, the combined
characteristic looks closer to the green circle.
Since radar misses almost no pos itive obstacle, the preprocessed radar output is taken as the
starting point for 4-D image sequence interpretation. Objects are hypothesized at the center of each
radar target found. The vision system then looks for collections of features that might justify the
hypothesis of an object. For false radar alarms, usually, no corresponding stable visual features are
found over a short sequence of images (e.g. 5 i mages meaning 0.2 s econds); the corresponding
candidates are then removed from the list of vehicles tracked. For obstacles substantiated by visual
features, from their arrangement in the image the lateral extension of the object is determined much
more precisely than possible from radar. Fig. III.16 shows a typical road scene with objects detected

Figure III.16: Bifocal image evaluation of VaMP exploiting EMS-vision with COTS microprocessors in 2000. The
red rectangle shows the reference vehicle for convoy driving. A video-clip “Hybrid Adaptive Cruise Control VaMP
2000” may be found on the web-site mentioned.

marked by rectangles; only the lower body up to about 1 m height is tracked since the upper part of
cars very often show fast moving features stemming from reflections in windows that are more
disturbing than helpful in object tracking. The right-hand part of the figure is the tele image, the full
area of which is marked in the left-hand image by the orange rectangle. Lane markings detected are
shown in both images by short red, yellow, and blue line elements and/or a line in light blue. The
long horizontal yellow lines with the center part moving up and down relative to the equal lines at
each side give an indication of the vertical curvature estimated of the road; the center part below the
outer yellow lines means an upward curvature (increasing path angle with range) and vice versa.
Characteristic for almost all road vehicles are the dark area underneath the body and the dark
tires; the latter ones show either as rectangles, when seen from behind, or as segments of ellipses,
when seen from the side [Hofmann et al. 2000; Hofmann
2004] (see Fig. III.17). Only small sections of the ellipses
may be seen in general due to coverage by the fenders
and the body of the car; for efficient definition of search
regions, trapezoidal sections have been used for lateral
aspect angles. Wheels are the elements that make the
distinction between a car and a large box situated on the
Figure III.17: Recognition of wheels of
road.
vehicles in a road scene.
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III.7 Conclusion (Part III)
The third-generation dynamic vision system of UniBwM “Expectation-based, Multi-focal, Saccadic
Vision” (EMS-vision) combines all capabilities previously developed separately with the 4-D
approach in a unified framework. ‘Capabilities’ of ‘subjects’ (agents) are the core notions for
structuring the system. Beside 3-D objects under motion appearing in 2-D image sequences,
maneuvering capabilities and goal-oriented actions of subjects over time (including the own ones)
are the essential knowledge elements. Early jumps to hypotheses − maybe several ones in parallel
for the same collection of features − allow fast and efficient scene understanding. Pruning of invalid
hypotheses is improved by checking additional features derived from the models instantiated. This
seems to be similar to approaches used in biological cognitive systems.
The implementations realized in the US-German joint project ‘AutoNav’ with VaMoRs on t he
German side, and in the VaMP-project for ‘Hybrid Adaptive Cruise Control’ (HACC) with an
industrial partner seem to validate the generality of the approach. Much work remains to be done
for implementing learning capabilities on all levels. The continuing increase in computing power
and communication capabilities of onboard microprocessors will yield small systems in the near
future allowing the realization of complex cognitive systems at reasonable costs. The ‘scout-type’
vision system is considered to be economically more competitive in the long run than the ones
mainly in use today, based on high-precision actual maps and localization via GPS or other
procedures/devices (‘confirmation-type’ vision).
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